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Recommended 
Rule Sets (or short 
list contenders †)

Unit Size, 
a Stand 

represents 
(roughly)

Ground Scale, 
1” Equals

**

Time 
Scale, 
1 Turn 
Equals

Publisher Forum, Yahoo or  
Facebook

Squad, Platoon or Company Level

Nuts! † 1 Soldier or  
1 Tank * *

twohourwarga-
mes.com/ww2.

html

site.twohourwargames.com/fo-
rum/index.php

Chain of  
Command †

1 Soldier or  
1 Tank 10 feet *

toofatlardies.
co.uk/product-cat-

egory/chain-of-
command/

web.facebook.com/
groups/1444501242432741/ or 
toofatlardies.co.uk/forum/view-
forum.php?f=35&sid=2a22dbb-
6becce32eae79ef7a65b3a456

Battlegroup †

1 tank or 
Squad (8-14 
soldiers) or 
fire team 

* *

theplasticsol-
diercompany.

co.uk/index.php?-
main_page=in-
dex&cPath=70

www.facebook.com/groups/ 
237995539700701/

Battalion Level

Command  
Decision: Test  
of Battle

Platoon (4-6 
tanks or 40-
50 soldiers)

50 yards 30  
minutes

testofbattle.com/
catalog/

testofbattle.com/phpBB2/index.
php

Regiment Level

Great Battles of 
World War II

Company 
(14-17 tanks 

or 90-160 
soldiers)

150-200 
yards

60-90 
minutes

canuckwargamer.
wordpress.com/
great-battles-of-

wwii-vol-1/

www.facebook.com/groups/ 
289649231775108/ 

or groups.yahoo.com/neo/
groups/cwg-ww2/conversations/

messages

Division Level

Breakthrough †
Frank Chadwick’s 
unpublished rules

Battalion 
(44-60 tanks 
or 400-800 
soldiers)

500 meters 
(about 1 

mile per 3”)

8 hours: 
2 day & 
1 night 

turn

When published: 
testofbattle.com/

catalog/

When published: testofbattle.
com/phpBB2/index.php

Bloody Big 
World War II 
Battles †

Battalion or 
Regiment

Bn. 166.67 m
or Regt. 
333.33 m

1 hour 
or 2 

hours

Free Beta 2017 
from Bob  

Mackenzie:
http://bob- 

wargames.uk/

No forum or group that I know of. 
Free rules may be downloaded 
from this link found at Bob’s site 

at right.

* unspecified; author may consider it variable or not relevant. 
** With a smaller table (or have more battlefield on a big table), I have used alternate scales for 3mm or 6mm like centimeters or demi-inches, ‘hinch-
es’, like=2/3” per ruler unit, click for hinch rulers to paste onto sticks.
† no recommendation yet, but these are the ones I’ve narrowed down to a “short list” within those levels: Squad/Platoon/Company the first three, 
and Division, the last two. Levels are what a typical player might command though some gamers may aspire to larger commands per player. 
Note: for scaled games (one model = several vehicles) like Command Decision & higher levels, just as one might use just a few figures to represent 
a large unit, one could use two or more small-scale (2-6mm) vehicles on a stand to represent a platoon, company or battalion. Looks nice or when a 
ruleset requires step loss tracking otherwise (like BBWWIIB), removal of a vehicle or personnel stand can each represent a step or strength point.
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